Rogers’ trip to China May 2016
During May I went to China with our exporters, Summit Forests NZ Ltd, to look at and try to get
some appreciation of the markets we have supplied from our Waikare forest and other forests
We visited three of Summit's log buyers, two of them are in the top ten (by volume) importers of
logs into China.
The first part of the visit was to Shenzhen Port in Guangdong Province and about two hours drive
from Hong Kong. This is a massive port complex with a number of smaller ports combining to form
one of the fastest growing container
ports in the world with more than 140
berths.
The Summit buyer at Shenzhen handles
about 1.25 million cubic metres (mᶾ) of
logs per year. He imports from North
America and Russia as well as New
Zealand. He particularly likes our radiata
pine. 80% of the logs were processed in
his own sawmills, half of which were
located close to the port. He handles a
similar annual volume to the Pan Pac mill
which I understand is New Zealand's
largest mill.
At the wharf, the logs that had been
Cranes unloading logs from the ship in China
carefully stacked in the ship in New
Plymouth were either dumped on to the
wharf in semi organised heaps or loaded onto antiquated trucks that carried the dangerous looking
loads of logs from the ship to port storage area. No sign of high viz, hard hats or hearing protection
in this environment.
A Chinese sawmill is called a line and a
line consists of basically two saws, a
manual bench band saw or head rig saw
as it might be called here and a breast
bench saw. There are no conveyor belts.
The logs are dumped on a bench by the
forklift and everything is moved
manually from then until the sawn
timber had been stacked into packets,
ready for sale. Each line would occupy
the area of a small house and they are all
jammed together in very old warehouse Typical Chinese line (sawmill). Workers ride their bike right to the
jobsite
style buildings
About six workers man each "line" and this buyer had 77 lines in total, 29 at the site I visited. The
workers are paid by piece work and were working very hard, stripped off and sweating. Working a
90 hour week, each line targets processing 50 mᶾ of logs per day so this buyers sawmills processed
about one log ship load per week.

The enforced labour laws in these sawmills are scant to say the least. Most of the workers homes
are around 1500 km to 2500 km from their place of work and they stay in what we would consider
sub-standard on site accommodation or nearby housing estates.
Bicycles are obviously the
predominant method of transport and are all over the mill leaning against saws or anywhere close
that is not affecting production.

2 workers monitor logs through the bandsaw. It is very hot work. Note the lack of hardhats, hi-vis and safety equipment

Hours of work at this mill was 7 am to 11 am then 1.00 pm to 10 pm i.e., 13 hours per day, seven
days per week, eleven months in a row. At Chinese New Year, the workers take a month off and
travel home. Some of the workers are allowed time off in the "farming season", this is in the spring
and also late summer when a few of them are allowed to go home and help with planting and
harvest on small family farms. The "farming season" is often mentioned and it is a time when
production falls off and prices for logs can drop. Apparently the government insists that workers be
allowed to take part in the "farming season" activities to ensure harvest proceeds I suppose. Days
off for funerals, births etc are limited to two or three, any more and the worker is fired.
I have travelled to China and to Chinese
Sawmills before but was still astounded as
to how far behind us they are in
employment terms and conditions, health
and safety etc.
While there is no
superannuation, no medical benefits,
there is also little unemployment.
Workers receive around NZ $1250 per
month however, they work more than
double the hours worked in New Zealand
and are obviously productive as the
processing labour cost per cubic metre is
around NZ $7.00 vs around $100 total cost
including labour in New Zealand.

Timber being used as support framing for concrete work in China

Much of the wood is used seven or eight
times on building sites as support framing for plywood boxing supporting concrete pillars.

Little wood is used in the construction of buildings in China. When you consider that North
American, Australian and NZ building codes allow the use of timber (now for up to 15 floor
buildings), it seems that we could do more to push for inclusion of wood in the Chinese Building
Code. I was told that North American companies have been trying for some time to bring about
change. In New Zealand, even a glass and steel city high rise uses a huge volume of wood in the
internal walls etc, imagine if that came about in China!
Interestingly, the mill at Shenzhen had just installed 29 kilns for drying the sawn timber. The owner
thought there was potential to add value in areas such as the furniture manufacturing trade which is
massive in China.
He had processed some FMNZ logs from Waikare and was very happy with the quality and wanted
more.
We then flew to Shanghai and drove
three hours to Changshu port, a major
river port some 200 km from the sea on
the Yangtze River.
The buyer at
Changshu (Mr Wang), is a smaller buyer
who handles around 500,000 cubic
metres per annum. He intends to grow
that to 1 million cubic metres. He saws
about half of the logs and wholesales the
balance to other sawmills.
The log yard at Changshu holds about
Mr Wang and Ogawa-san (Summit Forestry New Zealand) standing
600,000 cubic metres of stock.
In beside the log ship Mount Owen laden with Waikare logs.
contrast to Shenzhen, this port was very
well organised and more like what we might expect to see in New Zealand. Just to give you an idea
of scale, this purchaser loads 5,000 tonne barges with logs and ships them to mills 2,000 km further
up the Yangtze River, a trip that takes 15 days and delivers the logs to an area with a population of
45 million.
During the visit, they had just begun unloading the log ship Mount Owen which had our Waikare logs
on board however, they were below deck and so could not be viewed. We found some FMNZ
Waikare logs in the log yard. The buyer again commented that he was very impressed with them
and wanted more.
We visited Mr Wang’s
mill, again, very simple
saw mill lines and to
my eyes, looked to be
a schmozzle. There
were no helmets, no
safety equipment, no
hearing protection and
a lot of labour. These
workers had a much
easier life as they get
one day off a month!
They work a hard 12
hour day and are all
paid on a piece rate.

Mr Wang and Roger standing in front of Waikare logs on the port in Changshu. The red
spray painted mark on the logs is the FMNZ Waikare log stamp.

The third buyer I met was a wholesaler, 29 years of age, importing 1.5 million cubic metres and
selling to more than 200 sawmill clients. Some of them buy very small volumes at a time, i.e., single
truckloads of logs.
Some of my general thoughts and observations.








The New Zealand forest industry could look to shorten supply prior to Chinese New Year.
Our harvest crews could be encouraged to take two weeks holiday five to six weeks before
the Chinese New Year in an attempt to control volumes and prices at the Chinese Ports.
While I am not presently involved in forest politics in New Zealand, during my four year
campaign for carbon credits for forest owners ten years ago it was obvious to me that the
lobbying power of the forest industry was very weak. I do not think it has subsequently
improved. Although we now have a compulsory levy in New Zealand on harvested wood,
the only funds spent on marketing is to promote “industry good” benefits rather than
marketing initiatives that potentially could lead to increasing export volumes.
Although New Zealand are significant suppliers of logs to the Chinese market, I got the
feeling much of it is being done on an ad hoc basis. I met one marketer who was contracted
to Summit and he was very critical of the actions of some of New Zealand's major log
exporters. He said they were just price takers who made little effort to add value to their
clients logs and were far more interested in their margin per tonne and securing volume
rather than marketing to increase supply and prices for their NZ exporters. Interestingly I
saw this exact thing in the fresh export industry for asparagus to Japan about twenty years
ago.
New Zealand radiata is liked for its consistency and is definitely filling a gap with the rapid
fall in supply of hardwood logs. We supply similar volumes to Russia, their logs are much
smaller but have very tight growth rings, the Chinese are used to them and like them.

Rough sawn timber going for further processing











The two mill owners were very happy with the FMNZ logs from Waikare and one other
forest and wanted more of them. To take advantage of this we only put the FMNZ brand on
logs we know have been managed to a high standard since planting. Summit said they have
negotiated a premium for our logs.
The Chinese market is affected by the Chinese government progressively banning the
harvest of all logs which comes to 49.4 million cubic metres per annum. The project is called
the Natural Forest Protection
project and the last 19 M cubic
metres is banned from
December 2017. They say
there will be leakage in those
numbers but it is still expected
that by far the majority of the
volume will no longer be
harvested. Apparently this is
to do with global warming and
environmental factors.
At grassroots level,
environment and global
Enjoying an evening out with the hard working Summit team.
warming might not figure
strongly in China but certainly on a government basis they are very important issues.
Talking to the three Chinese purchasers, they feel the price is a little high (they are obviously
canny and successful and I suppose they would always say that), but they were all emphatic
that the market conditions in China were good for their business looking forward. This view
is in conflict with the more widely held international views about China and growing and
unsustainable debt levels.
The Chinese psyche appears to
be one of single minded
devotion to ones career or job.
That was certainly the case
with the mill workers and in
the case of the owners, they
had no idea of world affairs
e.g., Donald Trump was
unknown to them.

Ultimately of course demand and
supply will be the major influence on
our log prices but I was pleased to find
that the Chinese like our product, want
Ogawa san, Mr Wang (log buyer), Yamakita san, Roger, Okuba san
to use more of it and want to add value standing by the Waikare logs at Changshu wharf.
to it. Properly marketed quality New
Zealand logs should always be able to command a premium in my view.
Thank you to Ogawa san and the Summit team for organising and hosting this trip. It was interesting
to see how our logs are handled and processed in China, and receive positive feedback of the quality
of logs supplied .

